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DISCOVERING MONFERRATO ... BETWEEN FUBINE &
CAMAGNA - BETWEEN INFERNOT AND TRADITIONS

Duration: In the day

The price refers to: person

Program:
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| Departure from Inzago by GT coach (time to be determined)
Arrival in Fubine. The tour begins with the Bricherasio Chapel, built by Cav. Luigi di Bricherasio in a small and
picturesque clearing, preserves inside one of the most beautiful works of the great sculptor Leonardo Bistolfi.
This is followed by the Bricherasio Palace, the castle from whose roof garden you can admire breathtaking
landscapes, and the parish church of Santa Maria Assunta. With a walk along the Spalto, one of the most
picturesque places in the village, where ancient walls remain as evidence of the defensive walls, the infernot
trail begins. These are underground chambers carved out of the area's typical sandstone, canton stone.Due to
the special geological characteristics of this marine-derived soil, infernots maintain constant temperature and
humidity and therefore were used for food storage as an adjunct to wine cellars. They are precious legacies of
peasant tradition, small hidden treasures recognized as world heritage. At the end of the route, transfer to
Camagna Monferrato for lunch in renowned restaurant where you can taste the specialties of the Monferrato
area

| Afternoon Program
In the afternoon walk to the fortress for spectacular photographs of the hills and visit to the Church of St.
Eusebio and the spectacular dome by Antonelli, author of the Turin Mole: This is followed by a visit to the
workshops of two famous local artisans working with tree roots and nails from the 1800s. At the end, departure
for the return journey.

Il tour include:
GT coach for full day Guided tour of Fubine with Infernot and Bricherasio Chapel Lunch at a restaurant
(appetizer, first course and dessert drinks included) Visit to the Antonellian Dome and craft workshops Health
insurance Clio Travel Companion

Nel tour non è compreso:
Anything not specifically mentioned in "the fee includes"

Departure: 11/27/2022

Registration by: 16/11/2022
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